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Travel CUTS has the best deals on flights home 

for the holidays, but they're going fast. Some 
Christmas flights are already full! 
Reserve your seat NOW for maximum value 

and flexibility.

TRAVEL CUTS Student Union Building
Ér^l VGNAGES CAMPUS Dalhousie University 
The Student Travel Experts 494-2054

CFSr Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students.-cæss

entertainment the Gazette September 26,1996

Escher exhibit distorts St. Mary's
BY GREG FRY mathematics in his work. Pioneer

ing mathematically-based art. 
Escher experimented with mir
rored imaging and the symmetry 
of patterns and figures. In com
bination with the mathematical 
bewilderment there is usually a 
subtle joke or light-hearted com
ment about such holy issues as 
creation, predestination or rein
carnation.

Later in his career. Escher spent 
most of his time trying to craft 
the infinite picture using spheri
cal imaging. In short, an image 
with no boundaries that could fit 
on a single sheet of paper. He did 
eventually succeeded in giving a 
flat piece of paper a sense of 
depth, making a colourful hybrid 
print of fish and birds which ap
pears to stretch infinitely with no 
artificial cut off. After heavy 
analysis and inquisition the math

ematics community declared this 
piece to be mathematically per
fect. Ironically, Escher failed math
ematics as a young boy.

Not only was Escher a brilliant 
surrealist, his landscapes clearly 
demonstrate how versatile an art
ist he was as well as the depth of 
his artistic abilities. These works 
are not well circulated, but are 
certainly worth checking out 
while the exhibit is in town.

M. C. Escher: Landscapes to 
Mindscapes continues until Octo
ber 20 at the St. Mary’s Univer
sity Art Gallery. On Friday. 
October 4. at 8 p.m., H.S.M. 
Coxeter from the University of 
Toronto will be giving a public 
lecture on the mathematical evo
lution of M.C. Escher’s work. Un
fortunately, George Escher’s only 
other lecture will be in Sudbury. 
Ontario.

“A Personal View on M. C. 
Escher" was given by the late art
ist's son. George Escher. last 
Wednesday at the St. Mary’s Uni
versity Art Gallery.

The public lecture was part of 
the M. C. Escher: Landscapes to 
Mindscapes exhibit that is organ
ized and circulated by the Na
tional Gallery of Canada. Escher 
presented the audience with slides 
and stories about his father's life 
leading-up to his death in 1972. 
This is the first time Escher's work 
has been presented in Atlantic 
Canada.

Escher, now a universally ac
knowledged print master of the 
20th century, is one of the most 
commercially successful artists of 
our time.

Engraving his images into a 
board of pine and 
using that as a 

plate.master 
Escher employed a 
"print shop” tech
nique that enabled 
him to make mul- 4T

x;tiple facsimiles of 
his work. Each 
print on display 
from 
“Mindscape" era is 
an innovation to 
the medium and to 
expression in mod
ern art.

Escher is prob
ably the only artist 
who has success
fully united reli
gion. humour and
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Thursday September 26th

SCRATCHING POST
+ MARS WE LOVE YOU $4

Friday September 27th

FURNACE FACE
+Grace Babies&1he Avengers 7 $6
Celtic ROCk with Saturday September 28th

The Punters + Dusty Sorbet $5
Wednesday October 2nd

MYSTERY MACHINE+REC ROOM $3
Thursday October 3rd I Friday October 4th

BIG CITY Jimmy 
BLUES $3 George $4

Saturday October 5th
I M ITjTj

+The Rome Plows $4
• OPEN ‘TIL 3:30 AM EVERY NIGHT • 

2021 Brunswick St. at Cogswell • 425-0889

BIRDLAND ON-LINE:
http://www.textureweb-ns«ca/birdland

Friday October 18th

DOUGHBOYS+THERAPY
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